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Abstract.Theresponseofaself-pumpedphase-conjugatemirrorto
spatiallynonuniformphasechangeofincidentwaveisexaminedwitha
phase-conjugateFizeauinterferometer.Theexperimentalresultsmake
itclearthatthespatiallynonuniformphasechangeoftheincidentwave
isnotreversedbytheself-pumpedphase-conjugatewave(SPPCW)im-
mediatelyafterthephasechange,andthedecreaseofphase-conjugate
reflectivitycausedbythenonuniformphasechangeisproportionaltothe
nonuniformityofthephasechange.Thephasecharacteristicofthe
SPPCWmakesthephase-conjugateFizeauinterferometerforsu什ace

profilemeasurementsinsensitivetoobjectvibrations.Thereflectivity
characteristicsenableustomeasurethenonuniformphasechangeby
detectingtheintensityoftheSPPCW.
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1 Introduction

Because a self-pumped phase-conjugate mirror (SPPCM) us-

ing photorefractive material offers many advantagesこis an

element of an interferometer, there has been much interest

in the relation between the phase change of the self-pumped

phase-conjugate wave (SPPCW) and that of the incident

beam. Feinberg proposed an interferometer with a SPPCM

in one arm and showed that the SPPCM reflects a conjugate

wave with the same uniform phase change as that of the

incident wave when a spatially uniform phase change occurs

in the incident wave. Tomita et al.- then showed experimen-

tally that the SPPCW responds to spatially uniform phase

changes of the incident wave at any speed, while the phase-

conjugate reflectivity does not change.

We have reported on a phase-conjugate Fizeau interfer-

ometer for surface profile measurements.3 This interfer0m-

eter is based on a combination ot the phase-conjugate Fizeau

interferometer and sinusoidal phase-modulating interfer-

ometry. Because spatially uniform phase changes of the ob-

ject wave are not reversed in the self-pumped phase conjugate

wave, the interferometer eliminates the effects of spatially

uniform vibrations of object surfaces. When vibrations of the

object cause spatially nonuniform phase changes in the object
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wave, different responses of the SPPCW are observed. Here

it is necessary to examine how the phase ofSPPCW changes

when the phase ot the object wave changes nonuniformly in

space. It is expected that the interferometer can also get rid

of the effect of the spatially nonuniform phase change. The

response characteristics of a SPPCW to a spatially nonuni-

form phase change of the incident wave are of great impor-

tance because they offer another application of the SPPCM.

In this paper we first investigate the response character-

istics of the SPPCM to spatially nonuniform phase changes

of the incident wave with the phase-conjugate Fizeau inter-

ferometer. We consider two kinds of phase change with time.

One is produced by a step displacement of the object, and

the other by the object's vibration. It is shown that these

spatially nonuniform phase changes are not reversed in the

SPPCW immediately after the phase changes. Owing to the

phase charactenstics of the SPPCW, the phase-conjugate

Fizeau interferometer can measure the surface profile of the

object without being affected by spatially nonuniform dis-

placement or vibrations of the object. Finally, we find the

experimental relation between the reRectivity change of the

SPPCM and spatial nonuniformity of the phase change. The

experimental results show that the decrease of the reflectivity

of the SPPCM is proportional to the nonuniformity of the

phase change. The reflectivity characteristics make it possible

to measure the spatial nonuniformity of phase changes of the

incident wave by detecting the reRectivity change ot the
SPPCM.
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2　Phase-Conjugate Fizeau Interferometer

Figure 1 shows the sinusoidal phase-modulating Fizeau in-

terferometerwith a SPPCM that we proposed in Ref. 3. It is

used to measure the surface profile of the object M, which

is illuminated by a laser beam collinlated with lenses L, and

L2. It is assumed that the surface profile ol the object is ro(.v,v)

at a stationary position and the object surface is subjected to

a displacement Ar(x,y,t), where x and ¥, are Cartesian co-

ordmates on the object. The object held generated by the
illumination of the collimated beam is written as

U。(x,y.t) -At> exp【jα。(-v,y) +j Aα(.V.V,/)I　　　　　( 1 )

where

α`,-2Jtr,, ,

Aα-2k Ar. m

A,, is the amplitude of the object wave, and A: is the wave

number. The phase ao corresponds to the surface profile of

the object at the stationary position, and Aa is the phase-

distribution change with time generated by the displacement

of the object. Lenses Ln and L3 make an object held in the

image space on the glass plate. The beam transmitted through

the glass plate is focused by a lens L4 and is incident on a

BaTiO3 crystal or SPPCM.

The wave incident on the SPPCM has the phase change

Aα(x,y,t) with time. The SPPCW on the glass plate, which

isproduced from the incidentwavegiven by Eq. ( 1 ), is written

aS

Uir(x¥y,t)-AlrR(ap) exp卜jα,,(.v',v')+ya (a- ,v∴()J I
(3)

where.v∫and y are Cartesian coordinates on the glass plate,

Au is the amplitude of the incident wave on the crystal, and

R is the phase-conjugate reflectivity of the crystal, which

changes in relation to the phase change Aα The phase α,

depends on what kind of phase change Aα is. These rela-

tionships are made clear in what follows. The SPPCW in-
terferes with the object wave on the glass plate as a reference

wave.

In order to obtain the phase distribution of the interference

pattern with sinusoidal phase-modulating interferometry, the

L2　　　　　　PZT,

BaTiOi

Fig. 1 Sinusoidal phase-modulating Fizeau interferometer with a
SPPCM.

glass plate is vibrated sinusoidally with piezoelectric trans-

ducers. The vibration of the glass plate along the optical axis

is expressed by

A{t)-a cos(cotJ+0).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(4)

The object field on the glass plate can be represented by

Ulr,(-V¥子t) -Al。 expl/こCOS(tot.t+Q)+ja。(x¥y')

+j Aα(-V',v¥01　　　　　　　　　　(5)

where Au, is the amplitude of the object wave on the glass

plate, andこ-2ka. The reference held Uu and object held

Ux。 are imaged on a CCD image sensor with a lens L5.The

interference signal detected by the CCD image sensor is giv-

en by

/(*"、y ,t)-I,,+Slt cos|こcos(oo(./+6)+α(.v ,v J)1　(6)

where

a-2a.+ユa-a. ・

L-A子′,+A2U.R- ,

S。-2Au,AuR , (7)

and a" and l・ are Cartesian coordinates on the CCD image

sensor. Here / is the dc component of the interference signal.

and 5.. is the anlplitude of its ac component. The phase dis-

tnbution a (.vH,.V''), which is constant with time, is obtained

using the Fourier-transform method described in Ref. 6, and

the phase α(/), which changes with time, is obtained with the
method described in Ref. 7.

Now we consider the phase a and reflectivity R of the
SPPCM, which have direct relations to the characteristic of

the crystal. Before the object M is displaced, the phase dis-

tribution ofα`, is stored inside the SPPCM in the form ofa

grating. The grating provides a replica of the incident wave

front. When the object is displaced, the phase of the object

fieldchanges fromα to α〝+Aα. If Aα is aspatially uniform

phase change, the grating in the crystal does not decay. The

phase of the SPPCW changes- from -α〝 to - cr,+Aα, that

is, αp-Aα and R does not change. If Aα is spatially non-

uniform, the changed incident wave is written in the crystal.

This writing process causes an erasing effect on the old grat-

ing in which the phase distribution α　has been stored. Here

our interest is whether the phase distribution α〝 can be read

out from the decaying old grating by the changed incident

wave. If it is read out, we can measure the surface profile of

the object without disturbance from displacements of the

object. The changes of the SPPCW in phase and intensity

for a nonuniform phase change of the incident wave are

investigated through the experiments described below.

3　Effects of Object's Movement on Surface
Pro川e Measurement

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A single一mode

Ar laseroperating at九-514.5 nm with a powerofabout

50 mW served as light source. The object M was kept at 200

mm from the lens Lヱwhose focal length/-, was dOO mm.

The focal lengthf3 of lens L3 was 70 mm. The distance
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between the glass plate and lens L3 was 76 mm, which was

写iven by/3- (f)/f2)- (200-/2), in order to superpose the ob-
ject held in image spとice on the glass plate. Lens L4 was tilted

to eliminate the light reflected by the lens along the bealll

path. The focused beam was incident onto the BaTiO3 crystal

(5×5×5 mm ) at an angle of60 deg relative to the crystal

Caxis. The diameterofthe beam at the entrance to the crystal

wこIS恕2 mm. The laser power incident on the crystal was宗35

mw. The response time of the crystこil (the time required for

the generation of a phase-conjugate wave) was -30 s. The

phase-conjugate reflectivity of the crystal was =と12%. The

outputs of the CCD image sensorwere sampled by an anal0g-

to-digital converter and processed in a computer.

The object M was a thin plane mirror with a thickness of

1 mm. One side ofa piezoelectric transducer PZT, was glued

onto the upper part of the mirror. and the otherside was glued

to a fixed base plate. The lower part of the mirror was fixed

to the base plate with two small cylindrical supporters of the

same length at PZT|. When a voltage was applied to the

PZT|, the displacement of the mirror produces a spatially

nonuniform phase change in the reflected object wave.

First, we applied a step voltage V to PZT, to provide a

step displacement to the object. We detected the interference

signal ∫(/) and nleasured its phase α(t) for one point of the

object as shown in Fig. 2. At /=50 ms we applied the voltage

Vf), which was 5 and 10 V in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), re-
spectively. The displacements of the object at V -5 and

10 V were宗ご50 and =3100 nm at the measuring ponlい'e-

spectively. After t- =ォ50 ms, both the dc component lo and

amplitude S〝 ot the interference si-nal decreased. The latter

decreasedonly a little at V -5 V, but by宗ご50% at V -

10 V. The degree ot amplitude reduction is not related to

the magnitudeof the displacenlent, but to spatial nonuniform-

lty of the displacement. This characteristic is made clear in

Sec.4.

In both Fig. 2(a)and 2(b)the phaseα did notchange when

the object was displaced. Small variations of the phase α

V　-08
ァ
'-'　-I

EiliZI
4-
P!

0 .1.2

・　4

-

一＼ノ＼/

50　　　　　∝　　　　1 50　　　　200

t 【msec]

(a)

(within 0.2 rad) were caused by mechanical vibrations of the

optical devices. These results show that the phase change αI,

of the SPPCW was identical to the phase change Aα of the

incident wave, at least within the interval of -150 ms after

displacing the object. This means that we can measure the

surface profile of the object during a short interval after dis-

placing the object if the amplitude of the interference signal

is not so small that the phase α cannot be obtained exactly.

When several seconds pass after the displacement of the ob-

ject.とi different SPPCW is produced, corresponding to a neん

surface profile of the object after the displacement. This pro-

cess is also shown in Sec. 4.

The experimental results above were obtained from the

changes of the interference fringes as a function of time at

one measuring point. In order to confirm the phase charac-

teristic of the SPPCW further, we measured the phase dis-

tribution α of the interference signal at a fixed time after

displacing the object M. The CCD image sensorwith 20× 20

photodiode elements were used to detect the interference

signal. The space between the measuring points on the object

was宗ご0.5 mm. Figure 3 shows the phase distribution α mea-

sured at -¥50 ms after 10 V of step voltage was applied to

PZT,. The phase distribution α-2αりmeasured when no

voltage wasapplied is shown in Fi望. 4. This phasedistribution

is the stationary surface profile r - {α,,/4-rr)入of the objecL

whose scale is also shown in Fig. 4. The two phase distn-

butions in Figs. 3 and 4 are almost the same, and the rooト

mean-square (rms) value of the difference between them is

0.2 rad, which is nearly equal to the measurement repeaレ

ability of the phase distribution. These results show clearly

that we can measure the stationary surface profile of the object

right after the displacement even when the object has a dif-

ferent surface profile.

NexL we applied a sinusoidal signal U{J)- U。 sin 2-nft

to PZT,. The vibration amplitude b of the object was inde-

pelldent of the frequency!in the region below 1.5 kHz, and

was proportional to the amplitude Ua. When the amplitude

200

150

100

50

0

I*

.I

-1 2

-1`l

I . l

l朝岬 仙岬1 00　　　　1 50　　　　　200

.

> へし八 へ、)- 、ノ′㌦へ、) 、＼ノ、J -

50　　　　100　　　　1 50　　　　　∝I

t 【msec.

(b)

Fig. 2 Inteげerence signal l{t) detected and its phase α(t) measured at step voltage (a) Vp-5 V and

(b)Vp-10V・
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2mm

Fig. 3 Phase distribution α of interference signal measured aい=50

ms a代er a step voltage was applied to PZT,.

2mm

Fig. 4 Phase distribution a-2α　of interference signal measured

with no voltage applied to PZT,. The surface profi一e r。 of the object

is (α ,/4tt)入.

Uo was4 V, b was 104 nm atone detecting point. Changing

the amplitude Uo and frequency/ we detected the interference

signal ∫(∫) and measured its phase α(∫) for one point of the

object as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows the measured

result at U0-4 V and/-5 Hz. The amplitude So of the

interference signal changes periodically with time. The period

ofthechange is half the period of the signal U. This is because

the vibration direction of object M changes twice within a

period of U. The phase α does r-ot change, which means αp

is equal to Aα. The small variation of the phase α (within

-0.2 rad) is the same random noise as in Fig. 2. For com-

parison, the interference signal detected and its phase mea-

sured at U。-0 are shown in Fig. 5(b). It was found that the

phase α(r) did not change, while the dc component ∫ and

amplitude So of the interference signal decreased with in-

creasing Uo. These characteristics were independent of the

frequency /

The reduction of the amplitude S。 of the interference signal

is caused by the decrease of reflectivity R of the SPPCM as

given by Eq. (7). In order to examine the characteristic of

the intensity reduction of the SPPCW against the vibration

amplitude b of the object M, we detected the intensity / (∫)

of the SPPCW. The square root of IAt) is proportional to R.

The glass plate was moved away from the experimental setup

to detect only the SPPCW. Figure 6 shows the intensity lp
(0 of the SPPCW measured at Uo-4 V (b- 104 nm) and

/-50 Hz, where ID and恒re the dc and alternating com-
ponents of SPPCW, respectively. For different amplitudes
Uo and a fixed frequency 50 Hz, we measured JD and lA. The

measured ID and IA were divided by the intensity of the

SPPCW detected at ilo - 0 to obtain their relative values IRD

and 7^, respectively.

Figure7showsthecurveof/mand/RAversusthevibra-

tionamplitudebofobjectM.ThevalueofIRDdecreases

withincreasingb,whileIRAchangeslittlebetweenb-13

and130nm.ThenIRDbeginstodecreasegreatlyat/?-65

nmandisdownt00.07atb-143nm.Thisisconsistent

withthedecayingofthelightchanne一inthecrystalthatis

formedbytheobjectwaveandtheself-generatedpumping

beams.Whentheamplitudebwaslessthan65nm,thelight

channelwasnearlyunchangedandwasmuchthesameasat

b-0.Thelightchannelbegantodecaynoticeablyatb--65

nmandalmostvanishedatb>¥43nm.Thechとiractenstics

ofFig.7donotdependonthevibrationfrequency/.

Toexaminetheeffectoftheobjectsvibrationonsurface

profilemeとisurementoftheobject.wemeasuredthesurface

profilewiththeCCDimagesensorattwodifferentvalues

ofUo.Figure8(a)and8(b)showthesurfaceprofilesmea-

suredat」/-2.5and5.5V.respectively.Thevibrationam-

plitudebwas65and143nm,respectively,atthedetection

pointusedtoobtainFig.7.ForU,,-5.5V(b-143nm)the

amplitudeS。oftheinterferencesignalwasdecreasedby22%,

asshowninFig.7.Thermsvalueofthedifferencebetween

thetwosurfaceprofilesinFig.8(a)andFig.4was3.1nm,

andbetweenFie.8(b)andF12.4itwas4.7nm.Thesurface

profileshowninFig.4wasmeasuredatb-0.Thesetwo

differencesarenearlyequとiltothemeasurementrepeatability

ofsurfaceprofilesinthecaseofnoobjectvibration.There-

fore,itisclearthatevenifthereflectivityoftheSPPCM

becomeslowduetotheobjectsvibration,thephとisechange

α′,oftheSPPCWisequaltotheAαoftheobjectwave,and

thephaseαorthesurfaceprofilecanbemeasured.

WhentheamplitudeUowaslargerthan5.7V,which

correspondstoZ?-150nm,themeasurei-nenterrorofthe

surfaceprofileincreasedremarkably.Thedecreaseofphase-
conjugatereflectivityatU,,>5.7Vcausedtheamplitudeof

theinterferencesignaltodecreasesomuchthatitsphase

couldnotbeobtainedcorrectlyovertheentiresurfaceofthe

object.Itisconcludedthatthisinterferometerisunaffected

byvibrationsoftheobjectifthevibrationamplitudeisless

than-145nm.

4MeasurementofSpatialNonuniformityofthe

PhaseChange

ThestepdisplacementofobjectMinFig.1producesaspa-

tiallynonuniformphasechange△αintheobjectwave.This

nonuniformitycanbedefinedas

D(.x,y)-¥(--)+(--)
l¥d.x)¥ByJ-I'/:(8)

ThenonuniformityDisalmostproportionaltothevalueof

thevoltageappliedtoPZT,.FromFig.2itisfoundthatthe

amplitudeSooftheinterferencesignaldecreaseswhenthe

phaseoftheobjectwavechangesbyAαinaspatiallynon-

uniformmanner.Theamplitudereductionincreaseswiththe

spatialnonuniformityDofthephasechange.Theintensity

oftheobjectwavedoesnotchangewiththedisplacementof

objectM,andhencetheamplitudechangeoftheinterference

signaliscausedbythedecreaseofreflectivityoftheSPPCM.

Let/?bethereflectivityoftheSPPCMbeforethenonuniform

phasechangeoccurs,andR、bethereflectivitywithinashort

timeintervalafterthephasechange.Whenthespatialnon-

OPTICALENGINEERING/Apri一1995/Vol.34No.4/1187
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uniformity D of the phase-distributioi- change of the object

wave increases. the relative phase-conjugこite reflectivity

RJR.. of the SPPCM decreases. The relationship between

R..R, and the nonuniformity D is expected to be

D(x,y)-C¥芸霊- 1　　　　(9)
where C is a proportionality constant. The reciprocal RoIR、

or the relative phとise-conjugate retlectivity increases linearly

with the nonuniformity D. When R- is equal to zero, D is

infinite. We show experimentally that this relationship is sat-
ished.

In order to calculate the nonuniformity D, we observed

the whole course of change of the interference signal after a

step voltage V was applied to PZT,. Figure 9 shows the

interference signこil detected as a function of time at V - 10

V, from which we can observe the amplitude change of the

interference signal, that is, the reflectivity change of the

SPPCM. The nonuniform phase-distribution change started

at /-2 s, and at the same time, the amplitude of the inter-

ference sisnal besan to decrease because of the erasure effect

ot the crystal grating. It dropped to its lowest value around

t-5 s, and then increased gradually with the formation of

new crystal grating. When ∫-21 s, the restored amplitude

reached its maximum again. At this time a new crystal grating

is formed perfectly, which corresponds to an object wave

front after the displacement. The phase distribution of the

object wave after the displacementofthe object was measured

afterrォ=2 1 s. Figure 10 shows the phasedistribution measured

from the new SPPCW. Subtracting the phase distribution ot

the object wave shown in Fig. 4 fro--i that shown in Fiサ. 10,

we obtained the phase-distribution change Aα of the object

wave, which is shown in Fig. 1 1. The displacement on one

side of the object, close to PZTいis larger than that on the

other side・ close to the fixed part. A larger deformation of

the object surface occurred on the one side. The phase-dis-

tribution change Act has a spatiこil nonuniformity. We cal-
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Fig. 8 Surface profiles of object M measured when (a) the amplitude

of the sinusoidal voltage UO-2.5 V and (b) Uo-5.5 V.

10　　　15　　　　20

t [sec]

Fig. 9 Amplitude change of the interference signal with time before

and after a step voltage was applied to PZT,.

culated the nonuniformity D ot the phase change △α or

Fig. ll using Eq. (8). The result is shown in Fig. 12. The

large values of the nonuniformity D are produced on the parts

ot the object surface that have large deformations. The largest

nonuniformity value in Fig. 12 is -1.5 rad/mm. The distri-

bution of D shows clearly how Aα changes in the two-

dimensional space.

As seen from Fig. 9, the amplitude of interference signal

scarcely changed within a time interval of宍ゴ2 s after the

nonuniform phase changes. We measured the amplitudes of

interference signal at ∫- 0 and / - 3 s, and calculated the ratio

Ro/Rs from the two amplitudes over the measuring region.

The distribution of {R。l尺、)- 1 is shown in Fig. 13. Com-

paring Figs. 12 and 13, we find that the value of(Ra/Rs)-

is proportional to the spatial nonuniformity D of phase

changes. The proportionality constant C in Eq. (9) is -0.6

I-、ヽ

＼一・一く一一一

1.25rad

三三⊆≧ミ

ミ≡こきF==

≡苧享‥:_千_＼--、目し二
・　＼ 」==

2mm

Fig. 10 Phase distribution of the object wave measured at宗旨19 s

after the spatially nonuniform phase change occurred.
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二:-?ゴ≡
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Fig. ll Measured phase distribution change Aα of object wave gen-

erated by the displacement of object M at Vp- 10 V.
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三壷芋享‥二一
311ロ　　　表
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Fig. 12 Spatial nonuniformity D of phase changes of object wave
calculated from Aa.
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Fig. 13 The distribution of (flo/fls)- 1 obtained from the amplitudes

of interference sIgnals measured before the displacement of the ob-

ject M and at -1 s after the displacement.
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CCD image
SellSOr

Fig. 14 Experimental arrangement used to measure the distribution

of a spatially nonuniform change in the refractive index of a trans-

parent object.

rad/mm. In otherwords, the spatial nonuniformity D of phase

changes of the object wave is proportional to the relative

amplitude decrease of the interference signa一. These exper-

imental results prove that Eq. (9) is satisfied.

The characteristicsgiven by Eq. (9) provideこi new method

to measure the nonuniformity D of phase changes of a light

beam by detecting the relative reflectivity reduction RJR(,

of the SPPCM. If the arrangement shown in Fig. 14 is em-

ployed instead of the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. the

distribution of the spatially nonuniform change in refractive

index of a transparent object cとin be measured by me乙isuring

the intensity of the SPPCW. If the refractive-index distn-

butions of a transparent object change and the incident wave

has the nonuniformity D - 0. 1 rad/mm, the relative renectiv-

ity RJR。 of the SPPCM will decrease by恕14% from Eq.

(9), that is, the relative intensity reduction of the SPPCW

will be -2%. For example, a stress exerted on the object

produces a retractive-index change. In Ref. 8 the measure-

ment of strain by using an SPPCW was described, and the

intensity distribution of the SPPCW was regarded as an in-

terference fringe pattern. Our explanation, supported well by

the experimental results, is that the intensity distribution de-

pends on the relative reflectivity reduction R,/R,,.

5　Conclusions

The response characteristics of a SPPCM with respect to

spatially nonuniform phase change of the incident wave have

been investigated. Immediately after the nonunitorm phase

change, the phase change is not reversed in the SPPCW, while

the reflectivity of the SPPCM decreases. The reduction of

the reRectivity is proportional to the nonunifortuity of the

phase change. The phase characteristic of the SPPCW makes

the phase-conjugate Fizeau interferometer for surface profile

measurements insensitive to vibrations of the object. The

renectivity characteristic of the SPPCM makes it feasible to

measure the spatial nonuniformity of the phase change of the

incident wave by detecting the reflectivity change. The re-

flectivity characteristic has potential applications for stress

analysis, optical testing, and so on. These applications will

be studied in the near future.
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